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IMAGE_,CONVERTER 
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

This invegtion relates to mechanical raster scanning 
systems, and more particularly to improvements therein. 
The raster scanning or dissection of an image for the pur 

pose of recreating it elsewhere is usually resorted to where the 
medium for transmitting the image from the location at which 
it exists to the location at which it is recreated does not have 
the bandwidth for transmitting the entire image simultane 
ously, or even substantial portions thereof. Thus, the image is 
dissected, in television, by a camera which scans the image 
line by line and converts the information received into a train 
of electrical signals. These are transmitted, received. and then 
recreated. Applications for raster scanning arise in other areas 
such as facsimile, or infrared scanning systems wherein the 

v speed requirements for scanning are not as high as they are in 
television, and therefore slower, less expensive mechanical 
raster scanning systems may be employed. In facsimile a rotat-I 
ing drum plus a reciprocating scanning head is employed. 
No simple, compact and inexpensive system has been pro 

vided however, which affords raster scanning together with an 
arrangement for recreating the image, which system is suffr 
riently compact and light in weight to be easily portable. 

OBJECTS AND SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

An object of this invention is the provision of an optical 
mechanical raster scanning system which is simpler than those 
devised heretofore. 
Another object of this invention is the provision of a porta 

ble and compact raster scanning system. 
Yet another object of the invention is the provision of a 

novel, and useful optical-mechanical raster scanning system. 
These and other objects of the invention are achieved in an 

arrangement which, by way of example, can comprise an N 
sided polygonal prismatic mirror. The mirror is rotated about 
its axis of rotation. Interlace is achieved by progressively tilt 
ing the faces of the prismatic mirror with respect to the axis of 
rotation. In one embodiment of the invention, faces of the mir 
ror which are on opposite sides of the polygon are aligned at 
equal and opposite angles with respect to the axis of rotation, 
thus providing the capability for a synchronous, direct view, 
real time display. A radiation to electrical signal transducer is 
used to view a side of the prismatic mirror which receives‘ 
radiation from a desired region of the ?eld of view. The trans 
ducer output may be used to ‘either modulate the electron ray 
beam of a cathode-ray tube; which has a scanning raster 
synchronized with that produced by the rotating prismatic‘ 
mirror so that the scene is displayed on the face of the 
cathode-ray tube. Alternatively, the output of the transducer 
is used to modulate the intensity ofa light source. Light from 
the light source is directed at the surface of the mirror op 
posite to the one scanning the ?eld of view at the time. The 
viewer looks at the mirror whose surface is illuminated and, 
the rotation of the prismatic mirror thereby serves both for 
raster scan and view recreation. 

An alternative arrangement to the one described may be 
one in which the prismatic mirror, instead of being a solid, has 
a hollow center. The inside surfaces of the body thus created 
are also mirrors. In this arrangement the outside mirror sur 
face and the inside mirror surface are aligned at equal angles‘ 
with respect to a line perpendicular to the axis of rotation. 
Recreation of the image is provided by shining the controlled 
light source at the mirror surface which is directly behind the 
scanning mirror. The light re?ected from this mirror surface 
may then be directed to the viewer by using a sequence of sta 
tionary reflecting mirrors. V 

In yet another embodiment of the invention, two polygonal 
prismatic mirrors are employed having identical construction. 
Both are rotated together and one of the polygons is used for 
viewing and the other of the polygons is used for image recon 
struction. 
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2 
The novel features of the invention are set forth with par 

ticulan'ty in the appended claims. The invention will best be 
understood from the following description when read in con 
junction with the accompanying drawings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. I is a schematic illustration of the prismatic mirror 
concept which is employed in the invention. 

FIG. 2 illustrates how raster scanning is accomplished with 
the prismatic mirror concept illustrated in FIG. I. 

FIG. 3 represents a mirror arrangement in accordance with 
this invention which accomplishes both raster scanning and 
image reconstruction. 

FIG. 4 is another arrangement of prismatic mirrors in ac 
cordance with this invention for raster scanning and image 
reconstruction. 

FIG. 5 illustrates yet another arrangement for a prismatic 
mirror for affording raster scanning and image reconstruction. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE EMBODIMENTS OF THE 
INVENTION 

FIG. I represents a schematic arrangement which illustrates 
the prismatic mirror concept, in accordance with this inven-. 
tion, used for a scan device and for reconstructing the scanned 
image. Scanning of the scene is performed by the rotation of 
an N-sided prismatic mirror 10, which is positioned to receive 
radiation from a ?eld II. When the prismatic mirror is in the 
position represented by the solid lines, radiant energy is col 
lected by the lens system 12, from objects whose'position are 
at an angle 0 with respect to a selected reference line. This 
radiant energy is re?ected by the scanning face 10a of the 
prismatic mirror 10 to a radiation to electrical signal detector 
array 14. 
The light to electrical signal array may comprise one or 

more transducers, such as photocells or infrared detectors, 
which convert the radiant energy, which is received from the 
prismatic mirror surface 10a, into electrical signals. 
These electrical signals are then applied to a controlled light 

source, which by way of example may be a display lamp array 
I6, to control the intensity of the light in response tothe elec 
trical signals. The display lamp array can comprise one or 
more lamps whose light output may be controlled in response 
to the respective signals from the radiation to electrical signal 
detector array. The display lamp array light is directed to the 
surface 10b of the prismatic mirror I0 which is opposite to the 
scanning prismatic mirror surface. This latter surface,’ 101:, is 
known as the viewing surface. Light from the viewing surface 
is collected by a lens system I8. 
When the N-sided prismatic mirror is rotated counter 

clockwise to the position represented by the dotted lines. 
energy is collected from objects whose rays are at an angle 
(04-4)), with respect to a selected reference line shown in FIG. 
I. If the faces of the prismatic mirror are all parallel to one 
another, as the mirror rotates, only a repetitive scan along a 
single line would occur. In order to accomplish raster 
scanning, the respective faces of the N-sided prismatic mirror 
are aligned at small and different angles with respect to the 
axis of rotation. This is schematically represented in FIG. 2, 
wherein a prismatic mirror 20 having an axis of rotation at 
20a, has N sides. Each side constituting a different mirror, is at _ 
a different angle to the axis of rotation as is the adjacent side. 
For a radiation to electrical signal detector array in which the 
detector elements are contiguous, the angular deviation 
between mirror faces (indicated by the dotted line in FIG. 2 
and designated as mirrors I, 2 and 3,) is equal to oneshalfthe 
angular width of the detector array. 

For non contiguous detector arrays the angular deviation 
between mirror faces is equal to one half the angular width of 
a single detector element in said array. 

In order to reconstruct the image scanned by a raster 
scanning mirror arrangement as shown in FIG. 2, a con?gura 
tion for the prismatic mirror schematically shown in FIG. 3 is 
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employed. The prismatic mirror 22 is termed an N-sided, K 
cycle, prismatic mirror. K is the number of repetitive scan cy 
cles designed into the alignment bf the mirror faces and is 
equal to the number of scan frames produced per revolution 
of the prismatic mirror. The arrangement shown in FIG. 3 
represents a double-cycle (K=2) con?guration, producing two 
frames per revolution. (Note: for this con?guration K is equal 
to or greater than 2 and must be an integer.) Opposite faces of 
the mirror respectively 24, 26, are at equal angles with respect 
to a line perpendicular to the axis of rotation for all con?gura 
tions where K is even. Thus, angles a and a’ are equal. The in 
tcrlace ratio for the K cycle, N-sided prismatic mirror con?gu- ‘ 
ration is equaltto i'l/K. On the assumption that N=l2, a table 
of mirror face tilt angles may be constructed for the configura 
tion shown in FIG. 3. ' - 

Mirror Face Degrees Anglc—-Milliradiuns 

'90’ 
2 ‘90%| .0 
1 9022.0 
4 9023.0 
5 0024.0 
6 
1 

3 

Face I 

. ' 90' 

‘ 90'-|.0 

9 0022.0 
’ 90-40 

9024.0 
9025.0 

Reconstruction of the scene which is viewed is accom 
plished in the manner shown in FIG. 1, by relaying the output 
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from the display lamp to the viewer's eye by a re?ection from t 
the opposite face of the rotating prismatic mirror. Thus, if the 
scanning face is one, the viewing face is seven. If the scanning 
face is two, the viewing face is eight, etc. Rotation of the mir 
ror causes the display lamps to appear to scan unidirectionally , 
in the same manner in which the detectors scan the scene. 

FIG. 4 shows a con?guration which may be termed a udou 
ble-laycr," N-sided, K-cycle prismatic mirror. in this ap 
proach, the upper prismatic mirror 24 may be used for 
scanning a scene, and the lower prismatic mirror 26,'may be 
used for reconstructing the scene. Both prismatic mirrors have 
N sides and can be constructed identically. If the viewer 
wishes to view the reconstructed scene in the same direction 
as the scanning mirror is viewing, then the lower prismatic 
mirror is positioned 180° out of phase with the upper prismatic 
mirror so that the active sceneylewing mirror and the active 
reconstruction mirror are at equal angles with respect to a line 
perpendicular to the axis of rotation. The interlace ratio for 
this con?guration is also N/K. 

In another arrangement of FIG. 3 in accordance with the 
principles of the invention the opposite mirror faces are 
aligned such that form equal angles with respect to a line per 
pendicular to the‘axis of rotation. As shown in FIG. 3 line 25 
parallel to line 24, the position thereofde?ned by equal angles 
Band B‘. In another arrangement of FIG. 4 in accordance with 
the invention, the active IR mirror and the active visible mir 
ror form equal angles with respect to a line perpendicular to 
the axis of rotation as shown in FIG. 3 by lines de?ned by 
equal angles {3 and ,3’. 

Yet another arrangement of an embodiment of the inven 
tion is shown in FIG. 5. This arrangement is termed a double 
surface, N-sided, K-cycle, prismatic mirror. A l2-sided mirror 

. 30, is shown by way of example. The center of the prismatic 
mirror is not solid but is hollow and there are both outside sur 
faces 30a, for example, and inside mirror surfaces 30b for ex 
ample. The front and back surfaces or the inside and outside 
mirrors which comprise the front and back surfaces, are 
aligned at equal angles with respect to a line perpendicular to 
the axis of rotation. The interlace ratio is N divided by K. 
The reconstruction of the image scanned is achieved by 

directing the re?ected radiation to the lens system 36, of a 
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telescope. The lens system directs the light passing 
therethrough to a radiation to electrical signal converter 38. 
The electrical signal output is used to modulate a light source 
40 (which may be a lamp, diode or any suitable light-emitting 
source capable of being modulated). The light from the light 
source is directed at the'mirror surface 300' in back ofthe sur 
face 300. This mirror surface 30a’ which has an angle, equal 
and opposite with respect to the axis of rotation to that of the 

4 mirror 30a, re?ects the light onto the surface of a re?ecting 
mirror 44. This mirror re?ects the light it receives onto the 
mirror surface of the mirror 46. Another lens system arrange~ 
meat 48, directs the light received from the mirror 46 to the 
eye of a receiver or viewer. If a cathode ray tube display is 
desired, then the signal from the light to electrical signal con~ 
verter may be applied to’the cathode-ray display apparatus 50. 
The requirement there is that the cathode-ray sweep be 
synchronized with the rotation speed of the prismatic mirror. 
That is, the time required for the cathode-ray beam to cover 
one line should be equal to the time required for one mirror 
face to pass through the scene viewing location. 

If the viewer wishes to view the reconstructed scene in the 
same direction as the scanning mirror is viewing, with the illus 
trated mirrors 44 and 46, then the inside mirror surface is 
positioned in phase with the outside mirror so that the active 
scene viewing mirror and the active reconstruction mirror are 
at the same angular positions with respect to a line perpen 
dicular to the axis of rotation. However, other relations 
between the angles with respect to a line perpendicular to the 
axis of rotation of the active inside and outside mirrors may be 
utilized in accordance with the principles of the invention. 
The interval for a single frame should be the time required 

for a complete cycle of rotation of the prismatic mirror shown 
in FIG. 5, if K equals 1. If K has another value then this deter 
mines the frame interval. 

In all of the arrangements of FIG. I to 5, the aspect ratio 
, between the scanned object and the reconstructed image is to 
be maintained, then the active scene scanning mirror and the 
active reconstruction mirror must be at equal angles with 
respect to a line perpendicular to the axis of rotation. How~ 
ever, if scene‘ distortion is desired under certain circum 
stances, then the active scene scanning mirror and the active 
reconstruction mirror may be at different angles with respect 
to a line perpendicular to theaxis of rotation. 

It is to be noted that the inside outside mirror surfaces of the 
prismatic mirror assembly can be aligned to either of the fol 
lowing con?gurations; the front and rear surfaces can be 
aligned such that they make equal and opposite angles with 
respect to a line perpendicular to the axis of rotation, (the 
front and rear surfaces have a wedge con?guration) or the 
front and rear surfaces may be aligned such that these surfaces 
are parallel to each other and they form equal angles with a 
line perpendicular to the axis of rotation. 
From the foregoing description it should be appreciated 

that an optical mechanical raster scanning arrangement is pro 
vided wherein a prismatic mirror, in the form ofa polygon, has 
each scanning mirror face thereof tilted at a different angle 
with respect to the adjacent'mirror face whereby, a detector 
will have re?ected thereonto different lines from a scene as 
the prismatic mirror is rotated on its axis. The output of the 
detector can be used to reconstruct the scene, by employing 
either a cathode ray tube or by employing other mirror faces 
of a prismatic mirror for viewing. In this'case these viewing, 
faces must make an angle which is equal with respect to the 
axis of rotation as is made by scanning face with the axis of 
rotation. ' ' 

What is claimed is: 
1. A raster scanning and display system comprising" a 

prismatic mirror having an outside shape in the form of a 
polygon each polygon side comprising: 

an outside mirror face; 
said polygon having an axis of rotation extending through 

the center thereof; 
means for rotating said prismatic mirror on its axis of rota 

tion; 
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one-half of the adjacent mirror faces making successively 
increasing angles with said axis of rotation; 

each of the remaining mirror faces making an angle with the 
axis of rotation which is equal to the angle made by the 
mirror fa‘ce opposite thereto; 

a scene scanning location adjacent one side of said rotating 
prismatic mirror; 

transducer means for converting the radiant energy 
re?ected by the mirror face rotating through the scene 
scanning location into electrical energy; ' 

means responsive to said electrical energy for producing a 
modulated light beam; 

means for directing said modulated light beam at the side of 
said prismatic mirror which is opposite to the scene 
scanning location side; and ‘ 

means for viewing the light re?ected from the mirror faces 
in response to said modulated light energy. 

2. Apparatus for optically raster scanning a scene compris 
ing a ?rst N-sided prismatic mirror, a second N-sided 
prismatic mirror, each mirror 'side being at an angle with» 
respect to the axis of rotation which increases for each succes- > 
sive mirror side by a predetermined amount in sequence 
around said N-sided prismatic mirror; 
means for rotating said ?rst and second prismatic mirrors 

together on their common axis of rotation; 
21 scene scanning location adjacent said ?rst prismatic mir 

ror; - 

transducer means for converting radiation re?ected from 
said ?rst prismatic mirror to electrical energy representa-_ 
tive thereof; 

light means responsive to said electrical energy for produc 
ing light varying in intensity in accordance therewith; 

means for directing said light from said light means toward 
said second prismatic mirror; and 

means for viewing the light re?ected from said second 
prismatic mirror. 

3. An optical raster scanning arrangement including an N 
sided prismatic mirror having outside mirror surfaces and in- ' 
side mirror surfaces which are in back to back relationship 
with the outside mirror surfaces; 

each of said outside mirror surfaces making an angle with 
the axis of rotation which increases in sequence in a 
predetermined manner from outside mirror surface to 
outside mirror surface around said prismatic mirror; 

each of the inside surface prismatic surface prismatic mir 
rors making an angle which is equal and opposite to the 
angle made by the outside mirror surface with which it is 
in back to back relationship; 

a scanning location adjacent said N~sided prismatic mirror; 
transducer means for converting radiation reflected from 

said prismatic mirror vinto corresponding electrical 
signals; 

light means modulated responsive to said electrical signals 
for producing modulated light radiation; 

means for directing said modulated light radiation toward 
the inside mirror surfaces of said prismatic mirror; and 

means for viewing the light re?ected from said inside 
prismatic mirror surfaces. 

4. An apparatus for scanning a ?eld of view and for provid 
ing optical imagery from the received scanned energy, said ap 
paratus comprising: 

a mirror assembly having a plurality of mirror faces and an 
axis of rotation passing through the center of said as 
sembly, with said mirror faces making various angles with 
said axis of rotation such that as said assembly is rotated 
about said axis energy applied thereto is re?ected in a 
two-dimensional pattern; 

means for rotating said mirror assembly about its axis to 
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6 
sequentially move at least some of said mirror faces 
through a scanning location, and to move at least some of 
said mirror faces through a reconstruction location, said 
locations being displaced from each other; 

transducer means for converting the energy re?ected from 
the mirror faces rotating through the scanning location 
into an electrical signal; and ‘ _ ‘ 

reconstruction means responsive to said electrical signal for 
producing a modulated light beam and for directing said 
modulated light beam to said reconstruction location; 
whereby the modulated light re?ected from the mirror 
faces rotating through the'reconstruction location pro 
vides optical imagery as a function of the received 
scanned energy. 

5. The apparatus of claim 4 wherein said transducer means 
includes an infrared detector. 

6. The apparatus of claim 4 wherein said mirror assembly 
has a polygonal cross section through said mirror faces, and 
said scanning location and said reconstruction location are 
displaced about said axis of rotation. 

"7. The apparatus of claim 6 wherein said reconstruction 
means includes means for directing said modulated light beam 
at a reconstruction location disposed on the opposite side of 
said mirror assembly from said scanning location. 

8. The apparatus of claim 6 wherein the angles of said mir 
ror faces relative to said axis of rotation are such that mirror 
faces in the scanning and reconstruction locations at any given 
time form equal angles with said axis of rotation. 

9. The apparatus of claim 6 wherein the angles of said mir 
ror faces relative to said axis of rotation are such that mirror 
faces in the scanning and reconstruction locations at any given 
time form opposite angles with the axis of rotation. 

10. The apparatus ofclaim 6 wherein the angles relative to 
the axis of rotation made by each one of one-halfofthe mirror 
faces which are adjacent to one another. are equal to the an 
gles ofa corresponding mirror face of the other one-half. 

11. The apparatus of claim 4 wherein said mirror assembly 
includes ?rst and second mirror structures having a common 
axis of rotation and each structure has a plurality of mirror 
faces arranged to have a polygonal cross section; said trans 
ducer means is'disposed to receive energy from a scanning lo 
cation associated with one of said mirror structures; and said 
reconstruction means is disposed to direct said modulated 
energy to a reconstruction location associated with the other 
of said structures. 

. 12. The apparatus of claim 11 wherein the angles of said 
mirror faces relative to said axis of rotation are such that mir 
ror faces in the scanning and reconstruction locations at any 
given time form equal angles with the axis of rotation. 

13. The apparatus of claim 11 wherein the angles of said 
mirror faces relative to said axis of rotation are such that mir 
ror faces in the scanning and reconstruction locations at any 
given time form opposite angles with the axis of rotation. 

14. The apparatus ofclaim 11 wherein said mirror assembly 
is hollow and has inside and outside mirror faces in a back to 
face relationship disposed to have a polygonal cross section 
through said mirror faces, and said transducer means is 
disposed to receive energy from a scanning location as 
sociated with either said inside or said outside set of mirror 
faces and said reconstruction means is disposed to direct said 
modulation energy to a reconstruction location associated 
with the other set of said mirror faces. 

15. The apparatus of claim 11 wherein the angle of each. 
said inside mirror relative to said axis of rotation; is equal to 
the angle ofthe oppositely disposed outside mirror. 

16. The apparatus of claim 14 wherein the angle of each 
said inside mirror relative to said axis of rotation, is opposite 
from the angle ofthe oppositely disposed outside mirror-J 


